BARBADOS SEES FIRST FILMS

Work Of Barbadians

W.H.M.

The annual film season saw a record attendance at the new Treasure Theatre in the capital.

The Films

The season's shows were Educational films and successful features. The films included a variety of subjects, such as educational programmes, newsreels of the political and social world, and entertainment films.

Senior Guides Camp At St. James

The Senior Guides from Victoria Women's Institute were held by the Salvation army that the guides could enjoy the beauty of the coast and the fresh air.

The Others

The Treasure Theatre also showed films in the evenings, including the latest releases and foreign films.

Be an over-forty FLUB man!

During the last twenty years, the importance of health to all the over forty has been demonstrated the efficacy of Phyllosan for fortifying the over-forty by increasing physical and mental energy, strengthening the nerves and reducing fatigue and weakness. It is an over forty per cent.

For over forty men and women, take Phyllosan today! If you take it regularly, the results will astonish you.

PHYLLOSAN fortiifies the over-forties

THE NEWS —

TROPICALS AND TWEEDS

THE PRICE...

$11.82, $9.63

AND UNDER

You'll admire the rare beauty of these soft-handing coverings — woven in the Mill of SHAW and WINTERBOTHAM

We invite your inspection of...

WILLIAM FOGARTY (BDOS) LTD.

It's here at last!

HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S SILK

Wedding Ring

LIPSTICK

In Shades of...

Pink Champagne, Rose Pink, Apple Blossom, Red Velvet, Regimental Red, Orange Fire, Rose Tan, Dark Red, and Pink Beauty.

SILK FACE POWDER

all shades

SILK ROUGE

SILK TONE FOUNDATION

in shades Light & Dark Peaches Cream, Sport.

SUN TAN OIL

and others

Cosmetic Creations of...

HELENA RUBINSTEIN